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Abstract: The ratio of  transition-intensities from the initial capture state to low-lying states may represent the mod-
el-independent -strength function, which reflects the effects of different neutron-capture reaction mechanisms. The
extraordinary quenching of the  transition from the p-wave neutron radiative capture in Fe is observed, for the
first  time, from the pronounced enhancement of the -strength function ratios  and .  The 2p-1h door-
way excitation leads  to  suppression of  the  transition to  the  ground state  and the  enhancement  of  the  and 
transitions to the first and second excited states, respectively. The  sub-shells supply the exact number of spaces
required for the 2p-1h configuration, which features the neutron capture mechanism in the vicinity of A = 55.
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1    Introduction
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The  lack  of  Coulomb  interactions  makes  neutrons
unique probes for investigating various salient features of
the  nuclear  structure  with  the  (n, )  reaction  [1].  The
compound nucleus mechanism, characterized by statistic-
al  quantities  of  level  density  and -strength  function,  is
dominant in  the neutron capture process  up to  the incid-
ent neutron energy of several MeV for nuclei with a reas-
onably high valence particle number (e.g., A 40 and not
near a double-closed shell). The resonance regions at low
neutron  energies,  however,  show  obvious  non-statistical
processes, such  as  potential,  valence  capture,  and  door-
way states.  The intermediate structure with a 2p-1h con-
figuration  in  the  doorway  state  might  result  in  the
quenching of the E1 dipole strength [2].

En

The  radiative  neutron  capture  process  has  primarily
been  investigated  at  thermal  (  = 0.0253 eV)  energies,
at which s-wave neutrons couple with the bound orbits of
the target nucleus [1, 3-5]. It has been reported that incid-
ent p-wave neutrons may play an unusual role in the cap-

ture  reaction  mechanism  [1].  For  instance,  the  neutron
strengths for s-wave resonances as a function of the nuc-
leus mass number A have peaks emerging at A = 55 and A
= 150; however, the p-wave resonance shows a descend-
ing  trend  in  these  mass  regions  [6].  The  origin  of  this
contrasting  feature  held  by s-  and p-wave  neutrons  has
not been fully investigated.
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sd

In the vicinity of A = 55 nuclei, the last neutron is in
the  sub-shell, where the space can be occupied by ex-
cited  neutrons  from  the  shell.  This  situation  may  be
well-suited  to  the  formation  of  a  2p-1h doorway  state,
which is an excited state involving two particles and one
hole in the resonance process. Once the doorway capture
states are formed, radiative decay can occur either due to
neutron  transition  in  the  excited  nucleus  or  particle-hole
annihilation.  When the incident  particle undergoes many
interactions, and a large number of particle-hole configur-
ations are produced, a statistical model must be utilized to
take  into  account  the  intrinsic  pattern.  The p-h pair  may
be  blocked  due  to  the  fully  filled  upper  shell  in  heavier
nuclei and  the  large  shell-energy  gap  that  must  be  over-
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come to excite nucleons in light nuclei. Therefore, the 2p-
1h doorway  excitation  would  be  a  bright  feature  for  the
neutron capture mechanism in the A = 55 mass region.
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With regard to the -strength function, significant ef-
fort has been made to gain insight  into the intrinsic  pro-
cess through  various  formulations.  Charged  particle  in-
elastic  scattering  (3He, 3He )  and  particle-transfer  (3He,

) were utilized to determined the -strength function at
low -ray  energies  [7, 8].  The  enhancement  of  the -
strength function below 3 MeV was measured due to the
increase  in  the B(M1) strength  of  low-energy  M1  trans-
itions. This outcome was confirmed by the (d, p) reaction
on  the 95Mo  target  [9].  The  enhancement,  however,  is
strangely  not  observed  in  neutron  capture  experiments
[10, 11]. This inconsistency might result from the role of
the  reaction  mechanisms,  reflected  by  the -strength
function induced by keV neutrons, where the non-statist-
ical and statistical effects coexist.
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A  model-independent  approach  reflecting  the -
strength  function  was  applied  [9].  The  ratio  of  the -
strength  function  for  two  different  primary  transitions
from  the  same  initial  state  ( )  to  discrete  low-lying
levels (  and ), is formulated as:

R =
f (Ei−EL1)
f (Ei−EL2)

=
NL1(Ei)(Ei−EL2)3

NL2(Ei)(Ei−EL1)3 , (1)

NL1(Ei) NL2(Ei)
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where  and  are  the  intensities  of  the  two
primary  transitions,  and  their  transition  energies  are

 and . In this study, we observed, for the
first time, an extraordinary quenching of the  transition
only for the p-wave neutron radiative capture in 57Fe. The
quenching was  observed  from  the  pronounced  enhance-
ment  of  the -strength  function  ratio R for  and

, with respect to the nearly uniform distribution of
the  mixed  neutron  resonances  (narrow p-wave reson-
ances overlying a wide s-wave resonance). The enhance-
ment  results  from  the  doorway  mechanism  formed  by
capture-neutron  coupling  to  the  core-neutron p-h excita-
tion configuration, dominated by strong E1 transitions of

 and .  However,  the  transition seems  tremend-
ously suppressed due to the absence of a doorway mech-
anism for the induction of p-wave neutron resonance. We
also found that the low-energy -rays in the neutron cap-
ture reaction mostly arose from the cascade decay of low-
lying states, rather than from the primary transition to the
high-lying states, which explains why the enhancement of
the low energy -strength function does not occur in the
neutron capture reaction.

2    Experimental procedure

The measurement was carried out at the 3 MV Pellet-
ron  accelerator  in  the  Research  Laboratory  for  Nuclear
Reactors  at  the  Tokyo  Institute  of  Technology  [12].  A
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proton beam with an energy of 1.903 MeV hitting a lithi-
um target created by evaporating metallic lithium (isotop-
ic 7Li enrichment 99.9%) on a copper disk generates 2–90
keV continuous neutrons. This spectrum is similar to the
Maxwellian-Boltzmann  distribution  [12].  Hence,  this
neutron generator provides a realistic condition for the as-
trophysical  environment  of  the slow neutron-capture (s-)
process. The  astro-nuclear  reaction  rate  could  be  con-
strained  from  the  experimental  total  and  partial  neutron
capture  cross-sections.  The  energy  of  incident  neutrons
on a 57Fe-enriched sample with a thickness of 0.373 mm
was  measured  using  the  time-of-flight  (TOF)  method
with a mini 6Li-glass scintillation detector located 30 cm
from the  neutron  target.  A  large  anti-Compton  spectro-
meter  [12]  consisting  of  a  central  main  NaI(Tl)  detector
with a 15.2 cm diameter by 30.5 cm length and a circular
arrangement  of  NaI(Tl)  detectors  with  a  33.0  cm  outer
diameter  by  35.6  cm  length  was  used  to  detect -rays
from  the  neutron  capture  reactions.  A  low  peak-effi-
ciency less than 3.5% ensured access to only one -ray in
each cascade decay. A good signal-to-noise ratio (full en-
ergy  peak  efficiency:  3.3%  at  1.173  MeV  from 60Co;
2.7% at  6.02 MeV from the 27Al(p, )28Si  reaction [13])
was  obtained  owing to  the  powerful  shield  composed of
borated paraffin, borated polyethylene, cadmium, and po-
tassium-free  lead.  Additionally,  a 6LiH cylinder  that  ef-
fectively  absorbed  the  neutrons  scattered  by  the  sample
was added to the collimator of the spectrometer shielding
shell.  The  spectrometer  was  placed  at  an  angle  of 
with  respect  to  the  proton  beam  direction  based  on  the
kinematics,  because  the  second  Legendre  polynomial  is
zero at this angle. The measurement obtained at this angle
approximates  the  integrated -ray spectrum  for  the  di-
pole transition, which is assumed to represent the major-
ity  of  statistical -rays.  The  distance  between  the  centre
of the neutron capture sample and the front surface centre
of the main NaI(Tl) detector was fixed at 78.5 cm.
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The  total  and  partial  neutron  capture  cross-sections
for  certain  ranges  of  neutron  energy  are  extracted  from
the capture yield [14]. Because the number and individu-
al energies of emitted -rays differ according to the cas-
cade mode, the efficiency for detecting capture events de-
pends  on  the  decay  mode.  The  pulse  height  weighting
method [15]  was used to obtain the detection efficiency,
which is  proportional  to  the  energy dissipated  in  the  de-
tector. The lowest two to three excited states in 57Fe will
be excited by the neutron spectrum via the inelastic scat-
tering. These contributions are likely significant and may
account for the large contributions to the -ray spectrum
below  1  MeV.  The  threshold  of  the -ray  measurement
was set to be 0.5 MeV to block the background from the
noise and the inelastic-scattering -ray contribution. The
linear extrapolation is applied for the estimation of the -
ray  yield  below  the  threshold  in  the  extraction  of  the
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cross-sections.  The  net -ray  spectra  were  extracted  by
subtracting the background spectrum normalized with the
digital  gate  widths  of  the  foreground  spectrum.  The  net

-ray spectrum  after  unfolding  with  the  response  func-
tion matrix is shown in Fig. 1, which highlights the strong
primary transitions from the neutron capture states to the
ground state (0 ), and the first and second excited states
(  and ).

3    Results and discussion

γ f (Ei−EL j)
(Ei−EL j)3 ∑

JπσJπ(Ei)

Ei
−

σ1− (Ei)
γ

γ

γ

The intensity of the primary transition is proportional
to the -strength function of , the transition en-
ergy  of  as  well  as ,  which  is  the
cross-section for populating the levels with the given spin
and  parity  at  excitation  energy  [9]. The  most  popu-
lated neutron capture state of  1  in 58Fe is  created when
an  incident s-wave  neutron  couples  to 57Fe.  Because

 remains almost as constant for different modes of
cascade -ray decay with the dominant E1 transitions, the
ratio of -strength functions R in Eq. (1) can be extracted
from the  intensities  and  energies  of  the  primary  trans-
itions  from  the  neutron  capture  state  to  the  low-lying
states with a specific spin and parity. It is essential to in-
vestigate  the  intrinsic  characteristics  of -transitions  for

R2+1 /0+GS
R2+2 /0+GS

R2+1 /2+2

R2+1 /0+GS

R2+2 /0+GS
R2+1 /0+GS

R2+1 /2+2
γ

the s-  and p-wave  neutron,  especially  for  the  primary
transitions from a common initial state to final states with
the same spin and parity. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of

, ,  and  depending on  neutron  reson-
ance  energy  reflecting  the s-  and p- wave  neutron ’s  re-
markably different coupling features. A distinct enhance-
ment in  at the p-wave resonance is exhibited com-
paratively with the slightly varied amplitude of the super-
imposing resonances of the s and p-waves. The distribu-
tion of  is similar to that of , but with a weak-
er  strength.  The  slightly  higher  ratio  of  the p-wave  with
respect  to  the s-wave  in  the  distribution  indicates
the -strength  functions  from  the  initial  capture  state  to
the low-lying  states  with  the  same  spin  and  parity  in-
duced by the p-wave neutron, which exhibits larger vari-
ations than the s-wave neutron.

Neutron capture resonance initial and final states can
be represented as single neutron states coupled to the tar-
get ground state,  as well  as quadrupole and octupole ex-
citations. These  collective  states  are  coherent  superposi-
tions  of  2p-1h qusiparticle  states  [16, 17].  If  certain p-h
configurations are dominant, they may occur with unper-
turbed energies  significantly  larer  than  those  of  the  col-
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Fig.  1.     Unfolded  net -ray  spectra  of 57Fe(n, )58Fe  for:
(a)  = 21.56  keV, (b)  = 17.59  keV.
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Fig.  2.     (color  online)  Distributions  of R ratio  of -strength
functions  depending  on  neutron  resonance  energies:  (a)

, (b)  and (c) .
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lective states [16, 17]. In the  shell region, possible 2p-
1h configurations that can decay with E1 annihilation are
(2p ;  2s ),  (2p ;  1d ),  and  (1f ;  1d )  neutron
particle-hole  pairs  coupled  to  one  neutron  in  the  2p ,
2p ,  or  1f  orbit.  The  energy  differences  of  the p-h
components range from 8-10 MeV according to the neut-
ron binding energies of each level, which are exactly con-
sistent  with  the  observed -ray  energies  of  the  primary
transitions  (  =  10.072 0.002  MeV),  (  =  9.235
0.001  MeV),  and  (  =  8.362 0.001  MeV)  in  the
present measurement of 57Fe(n, )58Fe reaction. If the an-
nihilation energy of the paired neutron-hole for the 2p-1h
configuration  is  comparable  to  the  observed -ray ener-
gies, the corresponding doorway states are expected to be
strongest.

1−CS→ 2+1 1−CS→ 2+2
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The  configurations  of  doorway  states  corresponding
to  the  primary  transitions  of ,  in 58Fe
are neutrons (2p , 1f , 2s ) and (2p , 2p , 1d ),
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3, where  is the s-wave
neutron−s initial capture state and  and  are the first
and  second  excited  states,  respectively.  One  incident
neutron  initiates  the  particle-hole  excitation  from  the

 sub-shell to the  sub-shell to form a 2p-1h con-
figuration  for  the  transition. A  similar  excita-
tion  mechanism  is  shown  for  the  transition.
Several narrow p-wave resonances superpose on the wide
s-wave  resonance;  therefore,  the  denotation  of  the 
wave is used to distinguish from the p-wave resonance in
Fig. 2. The remarkable enhancement of  and 
for the p-wave neutron resonance essentially results from
the  quenching  the  intensity  of .  This  is
caused by  the  absence  of  a  doorway  excitation  mechan-
ism due to the capture-neutron filling in 2p  to produce
a  full  sub-shell  and  non-coupling  with  the  neutron p-h
pair of (2p , 2s ), as shown in Fig. 3. In contrast, the
transition intensity of  for the p-wave neut-
ron  with  M1  transition  is  weaker  than  that  of

 for  the s-wave neutron  with  the  E1  trans-
ition due to the low magnetic-to-electric dipole transition
probability of (M1): (E1).  Because M1 transitions will
be hindered with respect to E1 transitions, the  en-
ergy  dependence  will  result  in  a  significant  difference
between  the s-  and p-  wave  total  radiative  widths.  This
difference also exists in the strength of the s- and p-wave
neutrons.  The  averaged  width  of 
was found in the  shell region [16, 17], where there are
correlations between the reduced neutron widths and radi-
ative  widths  of  the s-wave  resonance.  In  contrast,  the
doorway  excitation  mechanism  with  neutron  2p-1h con-
figurations  of  (2p ,  1f ,  2s )  and  (2p ,  2p ,
1d ), shown in Fig. 3 of  and ,
leads to strong transitions and high intensities to populate
the final states of  and  shown in Fig. 1. The trans-

2+1 → 0+GS 2+2 → 0+GS
5/2

1/2 3/2 3/2

itions  of  and  in  the  cascade  decays
are interpreted as the capture-neutron jumping from 1f
and 2p  to 2p , forming the full sub-shell of 2p .

γ

Eγ∼
γ

γ

γ

Eγ<

From  the  doorway  mechanism  point  of  view,  the
neutron  capture  reaction  in  the  keV region  is  dominated
by 2p-1h excitation, where the -rays are emitted mostly
by  the  annihilation  of  a  neutron  particle-hole  pair  with

 8-10 MeV.  The  core  excitation  results  in  the  con-
tinuum region at  the middle of the  spectrum shown in
Fig.  1.  However,  the  low-energy -rays are  mostly  pro-
duced  by  the  cascade  decay  of  low-lying  states,  rather
than  from  the  primary  transition  to  the  high-lying  state,
which  is  why  the  enhancement  of  the  low-energy -
strength function does not occur in the neutron capture re-
action.  It  is  distinct  that  the primary M1 transitions with

3  MeV  can  be  populated  to  a  great  extent  in  the
charged particle inelastic scattering reactions [7-9].

0+ → 2+ →

γ

χ2∑ (Oi−Ei)2

Ei
Oi Ei

Non-statistical  and  statistical  effects  coexist  in  the
keV  neutron  resonance.  The  statistical  aspects  are  also
distinct for the neutron radiative capture reaction of 57Fe.
Here,  the  experimental  total  and partial  cross-sections  to
the  three  lowest (CS GS)  and  (CS 1st  ex.  and
2nd ex.) are compared to the calculation using the statist-
ical  model code TALYS [18],  as shown in Fig.  4.  There
are several options for the level density models, the optic-
al models and the -ray strength functions for the input to
TALYS  that  typically  represents  an  error  band  for  the
cross-section predictions of a factor of 5-10. We applied
many option-associations from these three main items for
the TALYS  calculations,  and  the  final  selected  condi-
tions are as  follows.  To test  the consistence between the
theoretical calculation  and  the  results  of  the  measure-
ment,  we use the evaluations method via minimum  =

, where  and  are the values of the calcula-
tion  and  measurement  for  the  total  cross-sections.  The
microscopic level densities of the temperature-dependent

 

1−CS→ 0+ 1−CS→ 2+1 2+1 → 0+, 1−CS→ 2+2
2+2 → 0+

Fig. 3.    (color online) Configurations of doorway states cor-
responding to primary transitions and cascade of low-lying
states:  (a) ,  (b) ,  (c) ,

 in 58Fe. Blue circles indicate neutrons of the target
nucleus  filled/excited  on  the  sub-shell;  red  circles  denote
the incident neutron coupled with the particle-hole pair, and
dashed  circles  are  holes.  The  arrows  indicate  the  particle-
hole annihilation and neutron transition.
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→

Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov  with  Gogny  force,  the  E1
strength function from the Hartree-Fock-BCS with a scal-
ing factor equal to 0.85, and the active Semi-microscopic
optical model (JLM) neutron potential are adopted in the
calculations.  The  calculation  for  the  partial  and  total
cross-sections  is  fairly  consistent  with  the  experimental
data. However, the partial cross-sections of CS 2nd ex.
are underestimated by TALYS, as the spin transfer is not
included in the statistical mechanism frame.

γ

ü

Recent  progress  made  by  employing  a  quantum
mechanical approach for the treatment of spin-transfer in-
to the  excitation  model  has  brought  about  a  good  repro-
duction of  the  cross-sections  of  neutron-induced  reac-
tions  at  low  energies  [19-21].  Spin-transfer  effects  have
been revealed to be significant for accurate calculation of

-ray  partial  cross-sections  with  the  statistical  Hauser-
Feshbach  model  [22].  The  pre-equilibrium  process  may
be modelled  by  the  well-known  statistical  multistep  dir-
ect  (MSD)  theory  from  Feshbach,  Kerman,  and  Koonin
(FKK), Tamura, Udagawa, and Lenske (TUL), and Nish-
ioka,  Weidenm ller  and  Yoshida  (NWY),  in  which  the
bombarding  projectile  initiates  a  series  of  particle-hole
excitations in the target nucleus [21]. Different statistical
assumptions for an intermediate state in the multistep re-

λ

actions  are  utilized  in  these  theories.  These  differences
mainly  cause  effects  at  the  high  incident  energies  [20,
21]; however, descriptions of the first step (one-step pro-
ducing 1p1h excitation) are the same in principle [20, 21].
Therefore,  at  low incident  energies,  the one-step process
along  with  the  multistep  compound  (MSC)  process  can
be adopted to analyze experimental data. The spin-trans-
fer  in  the  preequilibrium  process  can  be  calculated  with
the FKK model using the UNF code [19], where the cal-
culated  spin  distribution  is  combined  with  the  Hauser-
Feshbach statistical model. The one-step MSD cross-sec-
tion is  calculated  as  a  distorted-wave  Born  approxima-
tion (DWBA) cross-section, representing the excitation of
a  certain  p-h  pair  in  the  shell  structure  with  an  angular
momentum  transfer  of ;  the  cross-section  is  given  by
[19-21](

d2σ

dΩdE

)
=
∑
λ

2JB+1
(2JA+1)(2sa+1)

µaµb

(2πh̄2)2

kb

ka

×
∑

λmmbma

|T mmbma

λ (θ)|2ρ(1,1,Ex, J)R2(λ), (2)

where a and b denote the incident and emitting particles;
A and B indicate the target state (0p-0h) and the residual

0+ 1−CS→ 0+GS 2+ 1−CS→ 2+1 1−CS→ 2+2

γ0

Fig. 4.    (color online) Experimental partial cross-sections to the three lowest ( ) and  (  and ) in (a), (b),
(c) and the total cross-section in (d) are compared to the calculation using the statistical model codes TALYS [18] and UNF [19].
The arrow lines indicate the difference in the cross-sections caused by the quenching  transition.
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µ
λ

T mmbma

λ (θ) < ψ f | fλ(r)|ψi >

fλ(r)
ρ(1,1,Ex, J)

Ex R2(λ)

R2(λ)
σ2 0.24×2×A2/3

state (1p-1h); k is the wave number,  the reduced mass,
m the z-component of spin, and  the total  spin transfer.

 are the DWBA matrix elements ,
which  represent  the  excitation  of  a  1p-1h state,  where

 is  the  particle-hole  excitation  form  factor.
 is the density of the 1p-1h state in the resid-

ual  system at  the  excitation energy .  is  the  spin
distribution  for  two  excitons  (2  =  1p+1h).  We  adopt  a
Gaussian  distribution  for  with  the  spin  cut-off
factor  =  [20]  in  the  UNF  calculation
[19].

R2(λ) =
2λ+1
√

2π2σ2
exp

−(λ+ 1
2 )2

2σ2

 . (3)

γ

1 1

2 2

∆

→

γ

γ

Comparisons  of  the  calculation  using  the  UNF  code
with experimental data, shown in Fig. 4, indicate a fairly
good  consistency  between  the  partial/total -ray  cross-
sections and the experimental data. The input parameters
for  the  UNF  code  calculation  are:  GDR  parameters  for
double peaks (σ1= 55.0 mb; E  = 16.82 MeV; G  = 4.33
MeV;  σ2=  45.0  mb; E  =  20.9  MeV; G  =  6.09  MeV),
energy  level  parameter a = 7.056  (1/MeV),  pair  correc-
tion  =  –0.03  (MeV).  The  underestimation  for  the
CS 2nd ex.  transition  from  the  TALYS  calculation  in-
dicates  the  significance  of  the  application  of  the  spin-
transfer in the Hauser-Feshbach statistical model plus ex-
citon  model  for  the  accurate  calculation  of  partial -ray
cross-sections. The capture states in the residual 58Fe nuc-
lei  populated  by  the  neutron  capture  can  be  formed
through  either  a  compound 58Fe*  that  decays  by -ray

γ γ

emission,  or  a  preequilibrium  process  that  proceeds
mainly  through  the  creation  of  a  1p-1h pair.  These  two
processes  generate  rather  different  spin distributions;  the
momentum transfer in the preequilibrium process is smal-
ler than that in the compound reaction. This difference in
the spin population must have a significant impact on the

-ray deexcitation cascade, and therefore on the partial -
ray cross-sections [21].

4    Conclusion

γ0

γ1
γ2

γ

γ

In  summary,  a  clear  and  strong  quenching  of  the 
transition  in  the p-wave  neutron  resonances  is  observed,
for the first time, with respect to the high intensities of 
and  transitions  owing  to  the  effect  of  non-statistical
2p-1p doorway  excitation  mechanism.  The  enhancement
of  the  low-energy -strength  function  does  not  occur  in
the  neutron  capture  reaction  due  to  populating  cascade
transitions of low-lying states,  rather than primary trans-
itions.  The  application  of  spin-transfer  into  the  Hauser-
Feshbach statistical  model  and  the  exciton  model  repro-
duces the partial and total -ray cross-sections fairly well
compared to the experimental data.
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